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HEARING THINGS (14 minutes)
Mari-Ann spends her days ‘talking’ to herself to make working on a tedious Irish 
countryside production line bearable. However, when student Maddy is assigned to 
work with her for the summer, Maddy discovers that Man‘-Ann's refusal to talk to 
anyone hides a terrible secret: the only voices Mari-Ann’s can hear are those in her 
head. Mari-Ann struggles with the idea of letting anyone else into her world, in this 
beautifully filmed, poignant story of redemption and joy.

ETERNAL GAZE  (16 minutes)
A poetic and intense animated short about the legendary artist Alberto Giocometti, 
this film
explores the mind and quite possibly what were the final moments of his life in his 
Paris studio.
This beautiful film offers an inspiring perspective on what it is to leave your creations 
behind,
and how those creations can reci rocate the love of the creator.

THE ALMA DRAWINGS (48 minutes)
Alma Rumball began drawing strange pictures in her 50 year, claiming no authorship 
over the art works. Could she have been channeling the drawing in a process called 
psychic automatism? Having no knowledge of the content and design of the drawing 
coming from her hand, she lived an isolated existence. While her family provided her 
with pens and paper, the images kept pouring forth. This fascinating documentary 
explores the mystery of Alma’s drawings, opening doorways of possibility about our 
potential and the nature of the universe.

CONVERSATIONS WITH GOD (1 hour 49 minutes)
This film tells the true story of author Neale Donald Walsch, who, at the lowest point 
in his life, asks God some very tough questions. The answers he receives from God 
and from himself become the foundation of an internationally-acclaimed, best selling 
book series that has sold over seven million copies and has been translated into 34 
different languages. Walsch’s inspirational journey from down and out man to 
spiritual messenger has changed the lives of millions worldwide.
NB This film is also listed in ‘Inspirational voices’.


